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Abstract

The impact of this difficult time COVID 19 our India as well as world are badly affected by this Corona Virus. This lock down creating very bad effect on schools, colleges & University and all educational music activities also stopped in India. In this situation we are fully depended on technology, which have not been used before. The education sector has been facing difficulties to survive in this pandemic. When everything stopped in this situation music has a big role of it, even we are not able to go outside for gym, zumba, Aerobics, dance classes & morning walk etc. Music helps a lot you can entertain yourself inside your at home. We have to maintain social distancing so E learning is very helpful for us.

The following points considered as the impacts.
* we move towards blended learning
* Impact on Online Concert
* Students also collecting the record material in Music Classes
* Increasing Online meeting
* People educate in Digital Literacy
* Impact on Employment in Music/Stage Performer
* facing problems in network
* Lack of Electronic Gadget
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“E-learning is a computer-based educational tool or system that enables you to learn anywhere and anytime.”

As we all know, this pandemic going with the name of Corona has affected each one of us in different ways by throwing new challenges towards us. While talking about classical music, it already had so many challenges inside of it like purity of ragas, origin of gharanas, time management, problem of riyaz, etc.

“It should always be remembered that media is the plural of term of the medium, which refers essentially to the means by which content is communicated between an origin and a desrination.”

Student can control where and when they want to learn. In Addition, All the students have right to get information to raise their quality of life and improve their Teaching-learning process in different way. Face to face learning is cooperation and interaction with students in classroom. They can get feedback from their teacher, group discussions and content to be share at the same time too.
Blended Learning is a case in which a lesson take place partially online and other way too. In other words, blended learning includes Indirect teaching, direct teaching and collaborative teaching. Blended style of education in which students learn via electronic and online media as well as traditional face-to-face teaching.

Online Teaching typically refers to courses that are delivered completely online, like there are no physical or classroom sessions. We can give lecture or upload material on different Apps like LMS, Zoom, Webex, Google Classroom, Youtube & Watsapp etc.

Whenever society changed, music also evolved with it. Music changes according to the needs of the society. Everything we do in our life is to gain happiness, and to enhance that happiness society is made. When one fails to gain happiness by themselves, they lean into the society for help as society gives them strength. Societies power uplift them towards seeking happiness. One should use their power in society itself, and humans are bound to return whatever they took from the society.

In other words, society and music are both variable. Since ages both have been complimenting each other. Like during vedic period, music was vastly used to worship Gods. But as the society progressed, music became the source of entertainment. Nowadays, students can use their mobile as a class or event planner to record important dates. For projects, mobile can also play an important role in gather media. Mobile can be used to take photos, record video, and make audio.

“Mobile communication is moving in the direction of broader types of access and new form of communication. Wireless local area network, handsets that include Internet Browsers and increased speed in the network are being commercialized. In addition new form of massaging that include the exchange of photographs and sound are moving into the market. In the spite of this, the fundamental services of person to person communication, based primarily on simultaneous voice communication but also on asynchronous text massages, are central to the popular use of mobile telephony.”

Through the outbreak of Pandemic has created many negative and positive impact of Music Education. Now Education system is ready to take the challenge and this is the greater time for India to convert themselves from traditional system to new digital India.

The following points is impact of e learning in music education.

* **we move towards blended learning**
  Nowadays Situation has encourage to teacher and students to more technology savvy. Everybody is ready to enhance their e learning process. During online classes teacher ready to deliver their class along with Share screen like video as well as audio.

* **we are using Online Concert**
  we used to concert offline presently new ways sangeet maestro are performing on youtube and facebook live page and entertain to all over India. Everybody is beneficila of this concert.

* **Students also collecting the record material in Music Classes**
  In online mode when music class cannot run properly specially practical teacher has to record their voice and sent it to watsapp group.

* **Increasing Online meeting**
  In this pandemic situation when we have to maintain social distancing. now Webinar, Pre Submission of M.phill and P.hd., E conferencing are conduct in Zoom, Google Meet and Webex.

* **People educate in Digital Literacy**
  All people enhance their knowledge to use e learning. Some people received great oppotunity to serve their quality like dancing singing or extra curricular activity.
* Impact on Employment in Music / Stage Performer

Due to COVID-19, people are struggling for food and job rather than education. Number of recruitment has been postponed and canceled caused of corona virus. Offline concert also stopped thats why no payment for stage performer.

* Facing problems in network

Network issues is big problem for all over India. Sometimes we are singing voice breaking, screen stop, weak network creates lot of problem.

* Lack of Electronic Gadget

One very big problem in India is poverty. Every Teacher and Students cannot afford Electronic gadget specially those who have 2-3 child they cannot buy 2-3 laptop or mobile for them. Data pack cannot work together more than two in same time.

To conclude this, with the interest of society and its audience, artists construct their art accordingly. Artists are not bound to disregard the construct of society because they're in need of its audience to grow. Today music is used for, welfare of society, fame, glory and charity. In present times, the audience sitting at home acts as judges in programs like Indian Idol, Voice of India, Sa Re Ga Ma Pa, shown on television.

Beginners concern for the future in this adverse time.

Music has never fully flourished as a subject. There is no need to point out the importance of music. When this whole world is fighting the global pandemic, they’re also maintaining the social distance like avoiding morning walks, gym, zumba, aerobics, outdoor sports, etc. In this situation, the only way we can keep yourself fit is through music. Imagine this, what if there was no music? It flows through our veins. Music also plays an important role in difficult subjects like science, maths during online classes while providing background music in ppt. Because music not only attracts us but also keeps us concentrated.

Every second Indian entertains themselves through digital India with the film music. Everyone is at their homes due to lockdown. To stay safe from the coronavirus it is highly important to avoid going out at any cost. Our busy life has been on pause and due to this invisible enemy, tension has become a very common factor of our lives. How to reduce this tension, is a very important question. Can music be helpful to eradicate the stress?

Music is very important to us. Music relaxes us to a very higher level. It brings us peace. It releases new energy in our nerve cells and increases dopamine in the brain which brings us joy. According to the scientist listening to music for at least 30 minutes everyday brings effervescence to our heart, and during exercise, listening to music can increase the heart function.

Therefore, music is always the constant from birth to death. Humans emotion like love, kindness, focus, courage, optimism, bestow, power sense, compassion, etc. evolves from time to time. Music is an art which conveys emotions of heart. During childbirth the song called sohar geet, various rituals like mundan, ear piercing, marriage, dhobia, lullaby, labour throttle, reflects the importance of music of different types. In the times of loneliness, distress, exhaustion, music plays the role of a friend to help humans cope with these emotions. After death, in olden times, rudali was called to sing death songs.

In today's time, we don’t need a platform to show our talents. We can upload our songs on different apps like smule, starmaker, youtube and show our talent by spreading it all across the globe. Through online mediums, various cultural activities are going on continuously which has also helped the common people as they are entertained while sitting at their home from all around the globe. Through this musical environment we are able to maintain the balance of ourselves. Now that we have to stay at home all day, mental peace is most important. Music is the key to stay stress free. We are motivated to do something only when we are healthy. It doesn’t matter if its home chores or office work from home. Teachers of different subjects are worried about the study pattern day and night and they are taking class with the help of a learning management system (LMS), google classroom, zoom app, webex etc. in this link music is also providing positive energy to the society, matching
every step.

To establish the importance of music here are few line from me because “nothing is permanent”.

**It's hard but it's just time, this too shall pass**

Death has arrived with a different face this time  
Night is dark, Frighting, deep  
People are sitting at door and on road  
They are trembling, scared and hiding  
It's hard but it's just time, this too shall pass.

Reality takes toll sometimes without warning  
But it also gives courage to face the challenge  
In time it will grow through ashes  
It will pass, it will pass. This time too shall pass.  
This helplessness too shall pass.

Empty market, abandoned roads, deserted streets  
People are astonished and havoc is everywhere.  
This catastrophe has come to destroy the world,  
But it's mindless to have come to beat humans.  
History proves that this too will be solved.  
It's hard but it's just time, this too shall pass.

Lots of motivational songs are released with force, you might have heard of *yeh wakt bhi guzar jaega* and *muskuraega India* etc.

Kids, young people and even old people are being aware of how to keep themselves clean through lyrics and rhythm. Some motivational songs, giving out positive energy are being made, which are providing positive vibes to the society.

**Stay safe, stay home.**
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